Summary of Unit 1 and Unit 2 for Bio 100
Web and Classroom Course

Worksheet One

The note package you need to do worksheet 1 is the “What is Life” handout for the first 25 questions. The second half of the worksheet which is short answer questions and requires that you use your notes entitled “From hypothesis to theory” and the large handout on statistics with the drawings of a bottle on the first page. We will be going over both of these handouts in class. The worksheet is due on our 3rd meeting date. (_____ ) I will not accept the worksheet late. It must be turned in at the beginning of the 3rd class.

The Exam in the Testing Center

On our 3rd meeting date the test for unit 2 will go into the testing center and you will have one week to take the exam. The deadline for the exam will be right before class starts the next week (the deadline is noon). I will pick up exams just before class starts that day.

Remember when you take the exam you need three things: a picture ID, my last name (Bird) and what number exam (one) you are taking.

Your other assignments are due on the last day to take the exam. You will be handing in all of your assignments from the home page (4 of them) and your Scamming reading assignment.

The web site for assignments is

http://ecc.pima.edu/~dbird

Under web based class - click on readings and assignments to find the four assignments due on our 4th meeting.